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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove existence and study the asymptotic behavior of mild 
solutions to a class of semi-linear abstract functional differentia1 equations which 
involve a nonlinear delay term. This class is characterized by the fact that the 
associated homogeneous linear differential equation generates a strongly con- 
tinuous linear evolution system of compact operators. We also prove a regularity 
result by placing additional restrictions on our nonlinear delay term. Our 
approach is closely patterned on the recent treatment of abstract semilinear 
ordinary differential equations by Pazy [lo] and is similar to recent work on 
abstract functional differential equations by Travis and Webb [12]. 
More precisely we consider the nonlinear Banach space Volterra integral 
equation: 
Our notation follows that of Hale [7] and Travis and Webb [I?+]. X denotes a 
Banach space with norm, (/ . /I, and B(X) is the space of bounded linear operators 
on X; (W(t, S) 1 0 < s < t < T} is a linear evolution system mapping X to X. 
C = C([--T, 0], X), Y > 0, is the Banach space of continuous Xvalued functions 
on I-F-, 0] and is endowed with the supremum norm jj * I!o . F(., *) is a continuous 
function from R+ X C to X. If u is a continuous function from an interval 
[a - r, b] to X, then for t E [n, b], ut is that element of C having pointwise 
definition ~~(6) = zc(t + 0) for 0 E [-+, 01. 
If the linear evolution system is generated by a family of densely defined 
linear operators A(t) then Eq. (1.1) may b e seen to be the integrated ferm of 
solutions to the abstract functional differential equation : 
Thus in the terminology of Browder [2] one may consider (1.1) to provide mild 
solutions of (1.2). Many recent papers deal with functional differential equations 
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in Banach spaces and the interested reader is referred to: Brewer [l]; Dyson and 
Villella Bressan [3]; Travis and Webb [I l-131; Webb [14, 151; and the author 
[4, 51. 
2. LINEAR EVOLUTION OPERATORS 
In this section we place restrictions on a time dependent family of densely 
defined linear operators, {a(t) / 0 < t < T}, and we outline some facts about 
the linear evolution system generated by the family. Since these facts are well 
known our outline is sketchy and proofs are not provided. Our outline follows 
the treatment of linear evolution equations appearing in [6; Part II, Sections 3-83 
and the interested reader is referred there for details; other references include 
[8, 9, 171. 
Let (A(t) j t E [0, T]) b e a family of linear operators. We introduce the 
following restrictions: 
(B,) The domain. DA of A(t)(t E [0, q) is dense and independent of t. 
A(t) is a closed linear operator. 
(Bs) For each t E [0, 2’1 the resolvent R(h, A(t)) exists for all h with 
Re h > 0 and there esists K > 0 so that [I R(h, s(t))[[ < K/(1 X [ + 1) 
(Bs) For any t, s, 7 E [0, 2’1 there exist a (0 < 01 < 1) and K > 0 so that 
Il(a(t> - A(+ ~-WI < K I t - 7 Ia 
(B,) For each t E [0, 2’1 and some A E p(A(t)), the resolvent set of A(t), 
the resolvent R(h, A(t)) is a compact operator. 
We remark that (Ba) implies that for each t E [0, T], A(t) is the infinitesimal 
generator of an analytic semigroup [6] and that condition (B4) insures that this 
semigroup is compact for t > 0, [7]. 
If conditions (BJ though (Bs) are satisfied then there exists an operator 
valued function W(t, r) which is defined for 0 < r < t < T and has values 
in B(X). W(t, ) 7 is strongly continuous jointly in r and t and maps X to DA 
if t > 7. The derivative aW(t, r)/at exists in the strong topology and belongs 
to B(X) for t > 7 and it is strongly continuous in t whenever 0 < 7 < t < T. 
Finally W(t, T) satisfies the equations: 
W(t, ryat = A(t) W(t, r) for t E (7, T], 
(2.1) 
W(r, r) = T. 
W(t, 7) is called the linear evolution operator generated by A(t) or a funda- 
mental solution. In applications such operators often arise as fundamental 
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solutions to parabolic partial differential equations. We shall make use of the 
following inequalities (cf. [6, pp. 127, 1321) 
j/ W(t + h, T) - W(t, T)/\ < Khy/[ t - 7 I?’ if 0 < h < 1, Wf 
If-71 3k and O<y<l. 
Moreover if g: [O, T] -+ X is a continuous function, then the function Fz: 
[T, T] -+ X defined by the equation. 
h(t) = Jt W(t, s) g(s) ds (2.3) 
7 
is uniformly Holder continuous with any exponent y < 1 [6, Lemma S.2]. 
Condition (B4) implies that the linear evolution operator is compact for t > T, 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {A(t) j 0 < t < T} sat+y conditions (B,) through (Bg) 
If (W(t, T) 1 0 < T < t < T) is the linear evo2ution operator generated’ by (d(t))- 
then W(t, T) is a compact operator mheneaer t - 7 > 0. 
Proof. Let CT E [O, T] and let exp(tA(o)) denote the analytic semigroup 
having infinitesimal generator ,4(u). From (B,) we obtain the estimate 
11 exp(tA(u))l] < K. F rte . d man [6] constructs a family of bounded linear operators 
(@(t, s) 10 < s < t < 7’) with /I @(t, s)l\ < K/i t - s jl+ that provide the 
following representation for W(t, 7). 
w(t, T) = exp((t - T) A(t)) 
+ 
s 
t exp((t - s) A(s)) @(s, 7) ds. (2.4) 
7 
We chose a sequence {en} which decreases to zero. If E, < t - 7, we define: 
a’,(& T) = exp((t - T)) A(t)) 
+ It-* 
exp((t - s) A(s)) @(s, T) ds. 
7 
Since exp(sA(o)) is compact whenever s > 0 each Wm(t, T) is compact. Moreover, 
we have: 
Since W(t, T) is the limit in the uniform operator .topology of a sequence of 
compact operators it is compact. 
We now consider the problem of finding a function u which satisfies the 
Cauchy initial value problem: 
W)ldt = A(t) 44 + f(t); 7 < t < T, U(T) = x. (2.4) 
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Where f is a given function with values in X and x is an arbitrary element of X. 
Iff: [0, 7’) + X is uniformly Holder continuous and {A(t) j t E [0, TJ} satisfies 
conditions (B,) through (Bs), then it is shown [6] that for every x E X there 
exists a continuous function u: [T, TJ + X which is continuously differentiable 
for t > r that satisfies equations (2.4). Moreover, this function u has variation 
of parameters representation: 
u(t) = nyt, 7)x + 1’ W(T, s)f(s) ds. 
7 
3. LOCAL EXISTENCE 
This section is concerned with local existence of solutions to (1 .l). We require 
the delay term to be continuous and the linear evolution system be compact. 
We can then obtain local existence via application of the Schauder fixed point 
theorem. We have the following local existence result: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {if7(t, s) 1 0 < s < t < T) be the linear evolution system 
geneFated by a family of linear operators, (A(t) j t E [0, T]}, which satisfies condi- 
tions (B,) through (BJ on a Banach space X. Let U be an open subset of the Banach 
space C and let I denote an interval [0, b]. If F: I x Ii 4 X is continuous then 
for each v E U there exists a tl = t,(v) with 0 < t, < b a?zd a continuous function 
x(v): [--r, t] + X so that 
+p)(t) = w(t, 0) ~(0) + Jot Wt, s) F(s, dy)) ds for t E [0, tl], 
%(V> = P E (2. 
(3.1) 
ProoJ Since W(t, s) is strongly continuous on the compact triangle 0 < s < 
t < T the Principle of Uniform Boundedness implies there exists an Ill > 0 
so that sup I/ W(t, s)j/ < AT. We chose 6 > 0 and N > 0 so that B,(p) = 
(# 6 C I [I y - # IIc < S} _C Lr and j[ F(s, $)[I < AT for s E [0, S] and # E B,(p). 
We now pick t’ < r so if 0 < s < t < t’ then 11 pl(t + 0) - p(e)/[ < 613 and 
11 w(t, s)?(O) - y(O)/1 < 6/3. Setting, t, = min(t’, b, S/3AJiV, S) and Yr = 
1~ I Y E CUO, t3, X> and ~(0) = dW, we define j: [-r, tl] + X for y E Y, 
by the equation: 
4(t) = 1;;; 
if --1’ < t ,< 0, 
if 0 ,( t <t,. 
Let Y, = {y E Yr / yt E B&y)). Ya is a nonempty, closed bounded, convex 
subset of YI . We introduce a mapping G on Ya by the equation: 
G(y)(t) = W(t, 0) ~(0) + 1” W(t, s) F(s, $,) ds. 
-7 
(3.2) 
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We claim that G maps Y, into Ya . Since subsequent arguments will demonstrate 
the continuity of G(y) we need only ascertain that G%t E B,(F). In case that 
--+ < t + 0 < 0 then G%t(0) = ~(t + 8) and hence 
ift,>,t+B>Othen 
Consequently 
From (3.3) and (3.4) we deduce that I[ GGt - g, /jc < 6 and consequently 
CCY)t E wf+ 
We now argue that G maps Ys into a precompact subset of Y, . In this direc- 
tion we first show that for every t E [O, rJ the set Y2(tj = (G(y)(t) ) y E Y,) 
is precompact. For an arbitrary t, let 0 < E < t. For? E Y, we define: 
s 
t--E 
= W((t, 0) y(O) + rqt, t - E) W(t - 6, s> F(4 4s) A. 
0 
The set J’,(t) = {G,(y)(t) / y E Y2} is precompact in X because iV(r, rj is 
compact whenever t - 7 > 0. We observe that 
and conclude that Y2(t) is totally bounded and therefore precompact. 
If we can show that the image of YZ under G is an equicontinuous family of 
functions we can apply the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to conclude that G(Y2j is 
precompact in Y2 . Let E > 0 and choose 6 > 0 so that 0 < t” - t’ < B imply 
that j] W(t”, O)p(O) - W(t’, O)cp(O)jj < E. Set 6’ = min(c, Sj and let 0 < 
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t” - tl < 6’. We consider two cases, t’ < E and t’ > .E. If t’ < E and 0 < t” - 
t’ < 6’ then 
Ift’>EandO<t”-t’<Z’then 
Referring to (2.2) we see that the right side of (3.5) 
J 
r--E 
GE+ (K / t” - t’ I’/1 t - s 1”) N ds 
0 
+ 3eMN forany O<y<l. 
In either case we see that we can choose 8’ so that j t” - t’ ) < 6 implies 
II %W’) - G(~)(f)ll is arbitrarily small independently of y E Ya . Therefore we 
can conclude that G( Ys) is precompact. Direct application of the Schauder fixed 
point theorem yields the existence of y E Ya so that y = G(y). We obtain the 
desired solution to (3.1) by defining x(y)(t) = 9(t). 
The foregoing argument may be involved to obtain local solutions emanating 
from any initial 7 E [0, b). This will be important when we discuss continuation 
of solutions. 
If A(t) = A is independent of t and is the infinitesimal generator of a holo- 
morphic semigroup, T(t), then the requirement that R(X, A) be compact for 
some h E p(A) insures that T(t) is compact and continuous in the uniform 
operator topology whenever t > 0, [IO]. The arguments of the foregoing 
theorem are easily modified to yield the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (T(t) 1 t b=- 0) 6 e a holomorphic semigroup on X .whose 
infinitesimalgenerator A has theproperty that R(;\, A) is compact for some h E p(A). 
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Let I = [0, b] and U be an open subset of the Banach space C. If F: 1 x CT - X 
is contin:uous, then fey each v 6 U there exists a t 1 = tl(F) and a continuous function 
x(p): [-r, t,] + X which satisjes the equations: 
$9)(t) = T(t) ~(0) +Lt T(t - 4 F(s, rs(v>) ds, 
43(P) = P 
t E co, td, 
(3.4) 
If we place additional restrictions on the nonlinear delay we can ‘dispense 
with our compactness assumption and quarantee unique solutions. If there 
exists a continuous p(-): [0, T] -+ R so that /I F(t, y) - F(t, z,!~)li < P(t) /j v - ;C, !jc 
for t E [0, T], ~JJ, $J E C then solutions are obtained by employing classical Picard 
type arguments [5]. The same result is true if the delay term is positive definite 
(there exists a p > 0 so that F(t, p’) = F(t, J/J) whenever ~(0) = #(e) for --T < 
0 < -p < 0). If 0 < T < p and y(y) is any function mapping [--Y, T] to X 
such that ya(q) = q~ then the value of F(t, yt(v) depends only on the value of v 
between -r + t and -p + t. Thus solutions to (3.1) may be obtained by direct 
integration. This technique is known as the method of steps 1181. 
Unique solutions to (1.1) give rise to nonlinear evolution systems which map 
the Banach space C to itself. If x(v) denotes the solution to (1.1) with inital 
condition x7(~) = v, we define 7J(t, T): C -+ C by the equation U(t, T) = x,(y). 
It is not difficult to check that U(T, T) = I and U(t, s)U(s, T) = U(t, T) for 
0 < 7 < s < f. Continuity properties of u(t, T) may deduced by examining 
the integral equation. 
4. CONTINUATION OF SOLUTIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
This section is concerned with the extension of solutions to (3.1). We assume 
thatF: [0, co) x C-t Xis continuous and the family of operators (Aft) / t E [0, CC)> 
has the property that for each T E [0, co), (A(t) ! t E [0, T]) satisfies conditions 
(B,) through (B4) with K and a: independent of T. Even in finite dimensional 
settings it is quite possible that global solutions to (3.1) fail to exist. Thus, we 
place additional restrictions on the delay term. Our first result in this direction 
is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F: [0, co) x C + X be co&zuous and {A(t) j t E CO, a)?)) 
satisfy conditions (B,) through (B4) with K and 01 independent of t. If F maps 
bounded subsets of [O, m) x C to bounded subsets of X, then for every q~ E C (3.1) 
has a solution on a maximal intelaal of existeme [O, tmax)- If tmax < a then 
=t+*,ax /I -$v)o(t)ll = m 
Proof, We first outline a method of extending solutions and then argue that 
solutions having finite maximal intervals of existence blow up, Let s(cp) be a 
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solution to (3.1) on [O, tr]. We apply our local existence result to obtain a t, > tr 
and a function x(x~,(~)): [tl , t2] -+ X which satisfies the equation: 
It is immediate that 3z(zctl(v))(t) d fi e ne in such a manner extends solutions of d 
(3.1). The existence of solutions on a maximal interval of existence now follows 
from classical arguments. We let [0, t,,,) be the maximal interval of existence. 
If tmtax < co and iiiiit+tmax /I r(v)(t)jl is bounded we can assume there is an L > 0 
so that &+tmax II ~J,>IIc < L an d consequently there exists an N > 0 so that 
jjF(t, ZC~(IJJ))\/ < A? As before we obtain an M such that 11 lV(t, s)j[ < M for 
0 < s < t < &ax . If 0 < t < t’ < tmax we pick S > 0 so that I/ FV(t’, O)p(O) - 
IV(t, 0) ~&O)ii < E whenever ( t’ - t ( < 6. By virtue of (2.2) we can choose 
0 < 7 < E and 1 t’ - t j < min(S, 7) and obtain the following inequality: 
s 
t-v <E+E” (KM/l t - s 1~ ds. 
0 
We see that the right side of the above can be made arbitrarily small by picking 
1 t’ - t I sufficiently small. Therefore, we can conclude that limt+fmsx x(y)(t) = 
x(y)(tmax) exists. Thus, the proceding method allows extension of solutions 
beyond tmax and we thereby contradict the maximality of our solution interval. 
We now provide conditions sufficient for global solutions to (3.1). Essentially 
we require that the delay term be linearly bounded. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {A(t) / t E [0, m)> satisfy conditions (B,) through (I$) 
and let F: [0, 03) x C + X be continuous and have the property that there exist 
locally integrable &nctions h, , h, such that /iF(t, q~p>Ij < h,(t) /I g, IIc + hz(t) for 
y E C and t E [0, CCI). Then, Eq. (3.1) admits global solutions. 
Proof. It is evident from Theorem (4.1) that the existence of a continuous 
function ?a such that [j xt(~)jlc < h(t) g uarantees global existence of solutions. 
The proof consists of the construction of such a function. We assume that 
solutions to (3.1) exist on an interval, [0, T], and we lose no generality by 
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assuming that K, and k, are nonnegative. Let M > 0 be such that I! W(t, s)# < 4% 
for 0 < s < t < T and we define a continuous function g by the equation: 
g(t) = M /I g, /Ic + it Mk,(s) ds, t E [O, 2-J. 
0 
Moreover, since /j x$~)]\~ = ~up~~[-~,~l jl x(v)(t + e)\/ and the right side of the 
above inequality increases in t we have 
II xt(rp)!lc < g(t) f j-* W(s) II dsj)!l ds for t E [O, T]. 
0 
Direct application of the Gronwall Lemma yields: 
We have exhibited the desired function h and our proof is complete. 
If we are dealing with Eq. (3.6); i.e. our convolution kernel is a holomorphic 
linear semigroup and we require that the nonlinear delay term take bounded 
subsets of C independent of t to bounded subsets of X, then we can guarantee 
that bounded solutions of the integral equation are precompact. Immediate 
adaptation of an argument of Pazy [lo] yields the foIlowing result: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If (T(E) 1 t > 01 satisjes the conditions of Corollary 3.2 
and F: [O, a)) x C + X is con&mom and has the property that there exists a 
nondecpeasing. function k so that 
then bounded solutions to (3.6) are precompact. 
5. REGULARITY 
In this section we provide conditions which allow the differentiation of solutions 
to integral equations of the form (1.1); these derivatives are shown to satisfy 
differential equations of the form (1.2). We obtain this differentiability by 
restricting our class of initial functions and viewing out functional differential 
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equation as a inhomogeneous linear differential equation. Throughout this 
section we shall assume that the integral equation is well posed; this permits us 
to dispense with the compactness condition (B4). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {W(t, s) j 0 < s < t < T} be a linear evolution system 
genevated by a family of linear operators {A(t) 1 t E [0, Tj} which satisfV condition 
(B,) through (Ba). For F: [0, TJ x C -+ X, we let x(g)) be a solution to the integral 
equation 
x(v)(t) = Wt, 0) do) + Jot W 4 F(s, 4~)) ds; 9 E c, t E [O, T]. (5.1) 
If 9 E C is uniformly Hiildu cofztinuous with exponent p < 1 and F is uaifomly 
Hiilder continuous in both variables with exponent ,L3’ < 1, i.e., there exists a 
L > 0 so that, 
IIF(t, v) - F(T, +>I1 G -4 t - 7 Is’ + II Y - # II%, 
for t, 7 E [0, T] and y, $ E C. 
then x(rp) is differentiable for t > 0 and satisfies the equations: 
k(p)’ (4 = A(t) x(v)(t) + W, -h>>, t > 0, 
xl&) = P (5.2) 
Proof. We pick any E < T and show that x(v) satisfies equation (5.2) on 
[E, Tj. We first argue x(v) is uniformly Hijlder continuous. We apply (2.2) 
to see that the expression W(t, O)v(O) is uniformly Holder continuous in t when 
t > E. Since remark (2.3) insures that si W(t, s) F(s, x,(v) ds is Holder continuous 
we can conclude x(v) is Holder continuous. The Hiilder continuity of ~~(9) is 
thus an immediate consequence of the Holder continuity of v, It is immediately 
apparent from (5.1) that x(p)) also satisfies the equation: 
x(&t) = w(t, e> x(FJ)(~> + f J’(t, s>F(s, x&p>> ds for t E [E, Tj. (5.3) 
E 
Defining a function f(t) = F(t, xt(v)) for t E [E, T] we see that J is uniformly 
Holder conditions in t. By virtue of the remarks (2.4) concerning inhomogenous 
equations we see that the initial value problem: 
has a unique solution which may be represented by the variation of parameters 
formula: 
U(t) = IY(t, e> x(v)(c) + St W(t, s)f(s) ds. 
e 
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We observe that u(t) = W(t, E)x(~)(c) + j’f K(t, s) F(s, xg(p)) ds and conclude 
that zl(t) = x(v)(t). Thus the desired result follows. 
Solutions to (5.1) are eventually smooth even though the initial function 9 
is not Holder continuous. 
PROPOSITION (5.1). Let {A(t) j t f [O, T]) and F: [O, T] j; C -+ X satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 5.1. If y E C and x(y) denote the solution to (5.1), 
the-n xiv) is differentiable and satisfies Eq. (5.2) for t > T. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.1 we see that a:(v) is uniformly Holder 
continuous. Since t > r, xt(v) is uniformly Holder continuous and f(t) = 
F(t, ~~(9.)) is Holder continuous. 
We can also obtain information on the asymptotic behavior of global solutions 
to (5.1) by viewing solutions as being mild solutions of inhomogeneous equations. 
Let (A(t) 1 t E [0, co)} be a family of linear operators satisfying (B,) through 
(Ba) on each finite interval [0, Tj (the constants 01 and K independent of T). We 
introduce the following conditions: 
(BJ There exists an M < co so that ~upsG~,~+ /[A(t) A-I( < M 
(Ba) There exists a closed operator A^ having domain D(d) with bounded 
inverse that 
prir (&4(t) - a, A-l(O)/\ = 0. 
We immediately obtain the following convergence result. 
PROPOSITION (5.2). Let (A(t) / t E [0, m)> b e a family of linear operatns 
satisfying (B,) through (Ba) a&(B,) and (Be). Let F: [0, 03) x C -+ X be un~o&y 
Hiilder continuous in both variables. For cp E C let x(y) be a solution to (5.1) on 
[O, 03). If tlzere e&s a y E X so that lim,,, F(t, J+(T)) = y then there exists an 
x, E X so that: 
Ax, = y. 
Mo7-eove7, 
l,l+z i/ +4(t) - h I\ = 0 and lim ij x’(p)(t)\\ = 0. Pirn 
Proof. If we set f(t) = F(t, xt(y)) th e result follows immediately from the 
theory of linear evolution equations [6, Theorem 13.17. 
One would expect the situation described in the foregoing proposition to arise 
naturally when the delay term tends to a constant function as t -+ a. 
6. INFINITE DELAYS 
Heretofore we have considered only functional differential equations wirh 
finite delay. Our methods are readily adaptable to cover equations which involve 
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infinite delay. We can choose the space of initial functions to be C, = 
C((-CQ 01, A?, h P t e s ace of uniformly continuous functions equipped with the 
supremum norm. Another class of initial functions are spaces of fading memory 
[l]. Let C* be set of functions which are strongly measurable on (-co, O] and 
continuous on [-T, 01. If p is a positive nondecreasing function on (---GO, -r] 
we define a norm on C* 
If F: [0, co] x C,(C*) --f X we can readily obtain analogs of the results 
appearing in Sections 3 and 4. To obtain regularity results we must also place 
uniform Holder continuity restrictions on our initial functions. 
7. EXAMPLES 
We conclude with simple examples of partial functional differential equations 
which can be treated by the methods which have been developed. The analysis 
for the linear portion of the equations appears in Friedman [6] and will be given 
a brief outline. 
Let !GJ be a bounded domain in Rfi and QZT is the cylinder {(x, t) [ x E Q, 
0 < t < t < T); 8, is the lateral boundary {x, t); x E Z& 0 < t < T> and Qs 
is the cross section of Qr at s. We consider a uniformly parabolic differential 
operator L( t) on QT which may be formally written: 
L(tju = au/at + A(x, t, q24 = aqat + 1 u,(x, t) h. 
I~/@~ 
The coefficients a,(~, t) are assumed to be continuous on Qr and uniformly 
Holder continuous in t. 
If f: R+ x R -+ R is continuous function we examine the following system: 
c auk 4 I a&, t) D%(X, t) =f(t, u(x, t - Y)), 
Iml@n~ 
ah/ad = 0 on ST, (0 < j < m - 1); v is the outward normal, 
u(x, s) = f&Y, s) x E B, ) --r<s<o. (7.1) 
We rewrite the above system as an abstract semilinear functional differentia1 
equation in the Hilbert space X = L2(G). 
x’(v)(t) = 4t) x(p)>(t) + W, GP>>~ 
%(V,> = P 
(7.3 
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Here, A(t) is an operator on Xdefined by the equation A(t)v(x) = -,4(x, t, D)a(x) 
having domain DA = Hem(Q) n Hem(Q) and 93 E C = Q----r, 01, L”(Q)); F: 
R+ x C ---f X is defined to be Fjt, Y)(x) = f(t, Y(x, -v)); and X(Y) is a function 
from [0, T] toI?( 
64(t) I t E P-t Ti1 ’ is shown to satisfy conditions (B,) through (Ba), [6], and the 
compactness condition for the resoivent is met because it maps X to D(A) (cf. 
[17]). Thus we are guaranteed mild local solutions to 7,2 by Theorem 3.1 and 
these solutions may be further studied by means of the succeeding results. To 
obtain regularity we need further restrictions onf. 
In the case of infinite delay we can consider an interesting class of equations 
which assume the form: 
a+, tyat = C 
lal@*n 
a&, t) Du(x, t) + s” g(t - S)f(U(X, s)) ds, --cc 
ah/ad = 0 on ST-, (7.3) 
I@, s) = gj(x, s); "VEQRo,sE(-co,O]. 
Here we require that f be continuous and that g be continuous and satisfy: 
s O 1 g(--s)j as< 00. -co 
A function F: C, + X can be specified by F(y)(x) = sym g( -s) f(y(x, s)) d.s and 
we can interpret (7.3) as the abstract functional differential equation x’(F)(t) = 
40 +d(t) + %(d) by vir t ue of a simple change of variables [I, 51. 
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